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Chapter 751 

Elder Young’s expression was cold. 

“Leon? Old man, are you actually shameless? The Youngs kicked Leon out even after a
ll he did for you, and you even agreed to help me deal with the Shears so we can deal 
with Leon just now! Now you’re hoping that he’ll help you get revenge? You really are s
hameless!” 

Harold had a look of mocking on his face as he started to laugh. 

“That’s right! Leon probably already hates you and Gilbert to the bone. If he found out w
hat happened to you, he’d probably be 
laughing and clapping his hands. How could he bother getting revenge for 
you?! What a joke!” Daisy mocked, rubbing salt into Elder Young’s wounds. 

“You two…” Elder Young’s face was turning red, unable to stand Harold and Daisy. 

It was like Harold said. When he agreed to ally himself with Harold, he had already deci
ded to kill Leon off. It was just that he had wanted to try to take advantage of the situatio
n, which was why he said he would not face Leon head on. 

Just a few minutes ago, he had planned on getting rid of Leon, and at that moment, he 
was hoping Leon would help him take revenge. It was quite humiliating! Yet, what else c
ould he do? 

He was already at his wits end. Most of the family would end up falling into Harold’s han
ds. If he did not put his hopes on Leon, was he supposed to put his hopes on his useles
s son? 

Whether it was strength or ability, Gilbert was just average at most compared to the oth
ers of his generation. There was no way Gilbert would be able to beat Harold! Even wor
se was 
that Gilbert was just a complete idiot who only knew how to make a mess of things. 

Gilbert never even noticed that the son he raised for twenty over years was someone el
se’s. Gilbert had also led Elder Young astray so many times, making him misplace the b
lame on Leon and chasing Leon out of the family. Everything had been caused by Gilbe
rt, or the Youngs would not be in this state. 



In the end, Leon was the only one he could place his hopes on. Only Leon had a chanc
e to help him and the Youngs get revenge. Even though Leon’s strength was still not at 
Harold’s level, Leon was young and had limitless potential. He estimated that Leon’s abi
lities would far exceed Harold’s in just a few years. Then, as long as Leon could get rid 
of Harold, the Youngs might 
be able to survive. Otherwise, the family would slowly be swallowed up by Harold and p
erish. 

“Old man, weren’t you hoping that Leon would help you take revenge? Don’t worry, that 
brat has gone against my family so many 
times. When I gain control of the Youngs, I won’t let him off! I’ll make sure he joins you i
n hell!” Harold sneered. 

Leon was his enemy as well. He would not let Leon off easily! Once he dealt with the 
Youngs, he would deal with Leon. 

“That’s not certain yet! We still don’t know who’ll be laughing in the end…” 

Elder Young’s heart sank. Despite what he said, he knew very well that Harold would de
finitely have the ability to deal with Leon and the Shears once he gained control of 
the Youngs. Furthermore, Leon’s strength. was far below Harold’s at that moment. It wo
uld be very difficult to defeat Harold. Of course, it was pointless even if Leon could. Leo
n was not part of their family, and he had even kicked Leon out. Why would Leon help 

them? 

 

 


